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Vasco da Garn-a 
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race zs test of twtw-
skill and courage 
WHILE you landlubbers were hard 
at work during the latter part of 
last week, I was at sea between 
Port St Francis and Durban 
bringing Golden Sov.ereign, a 
competitor in next month's Vasco 
da Gama race, to Durban. ' 

The Vasco da Gama race is one .• 
of the toughest ocean races on the 
South African calendar, and starts 

ON THE WIND 

off Durban in less than a month's . of navigator and 'weather guru' 
time. The race is between Durban very important. Many people 
and East London, a distance of believe that the Vasco is a 
about 250 nautical miles. ·navigator's race. 

It's a tough race due to the fast While the role of the navigator 
south flowing Agulhas current is important, good experienced 
which can sometimes fight crew with an ability to 'vasbyt' 
against a strong south westerly and persevere through gales and 
wind, ca11sing massive seas, and rough nights on the weather rail 
on occasions 'rogue waves' which -(high siCle oftqe oat or lie 
have crippled supertankers landlubbers), and not get seasick, 
unfortunate enough to have been is to a large degree a prerequisite 
in the way. for the race. 

But those are extreme In case I have created the ' 
conditions. On their own, the impression that only madmen 
Agulhas current and the compete in this event, .that's not 
prevailing north easterly and quite true. It's a test of endurance, . 
south westerly winds create ' skill and courage. Unfortunately 
interesting conditions which ocean races of this nature are 
make for highly tactical racing. becoming less and less popular, 
The Agulhas-GW'.~nt EaH-tlow.-at:_.;.--gm~-aus@ peoplNr 
up to six knots, giving getting softer, but more probably 
competitors who go far enough because they prefer to be back on 
out to sea to find it, a good boost terra firma before the sun sets. 
in ter,ms of speed.over the ground. This attitude has resulted in 
The winds are a different matter. this race, and many others, 

. The south wester is a strong suffering from poor entries. They 
headwind which creates tough are also not helped much by a 
and wet upwind work, and a very bunch of bar flies in Charlies Bar 
slow passage to East London. (I prefer referring to it as the Den 

However, the north easter of Destruction) atthe Point Yacht 
permits competitors to sail with Club who are determined, for 
their spinnakers up, giving a fast reasons only known to 
downwind ride. But, the problem themselves, to be intent on 
with the north easter is that so far destroying sailing in Durban. It is 
we have not had a Vasco race from this bunch that rumours 
with north easterly conditions all abound that the Vasco da Gama 
the way. Maybe this year! race has been cancelled. Maybe 

'[he reason for mentioning all these guys just are hot tough 
this is that the prevailing winds enough to 'vasbyt' for a few days 
and the currents create a very on the race, that makes- them 
tactical race, which makes the role want to destroy it. 
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